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A new method is offered to simulate heat transfer 
processes in nonequilibrium viscous shock layers near the 
catalytic body surface at hypcrsonic wind tunnel and free 
natural flight conditions. The method is based on 
computations of nonequilibrium parameters in thin viscous 
sbock layers, and on an analogy with flows that arise 
behind normal shock waves. The obtained simplified 
relationships between the linear scales of the vehicle and 
the model, velocities of the flows and their densities 
determine the similar structures of the viscous layers and 
heat fluxes at hypersonic wind tunnel and flight 
conditions. 

- 
Nomenclature 

c, = heat-transfer coefficient 

C,” 

<E, > 
= m a s  concentration of molecules 
= average vibrational energy of a unit volume of 

ga5 

= total enthalpy 
= Cheng’ similarity parameter 
= Rolti.mann constant 
= vehicle nose radius 
= model nose radius 
= heat flux 
= p - V L / p ( T d ) ,  Reynolds number 
= Stanton number 
= temperature 
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Td = stagnation temperature 
V, = free stream velocity 

Y 
E 

P = viscosity coefficient 
P- = free stream density 

= specific heat ratio in perfect gas 
= (y- l ) /Zy,  hypersonic perturbation parameter 

subscripts 
a 
C = characteristic parameter 
e = equilibrium conditions 
f = “frozen“ conditions 
m 
0 2  = molecular oxygen 
N* = molecular nitrogen 
V 

W = wall conditions 
m = freestream conditions 
0 = stagnation conditions 
2 

= index for atomic components 

= index for molecular component 

= index for vibrational degrees of freedom 

= parameter behind the normal shock wave 

superscript 
* = wind-tunnel conditions 

Introduction 

The possibility of simulating the heat flux and 
aerodynamic characteristics of hypersonic vehicles at 
natural flight conditions in a wind tunnel was examined by 
Gibson,’ Agafonov et ai.? Gusev et al.,” and Artamonov 
et al.’ Because of the nonequilibrium character of physical 
and chemical processes in a flowfield near the vehicle, 
there is a major distinction between two typical situations: 
the streamlining of a model in an aerodynamic hypersonic 
wind tunnel and the streamlining of a body under the 
conditions of free flight. In the first case the upstream 



flow is vihrationally '"frozen-in" and an atomic fraction is 

far from zero.6 In thc second casc the approaching stream 
under the conditions of free flight is in an cquilibriuni 
state. To aialyzc the S ~ K I K I U T ~  of the flows in both cases, 
we used a modcl of  a thin viscous shock layer (TVSI.) 
dcvcloped by Chcng? Nonequilihrium proccsscs W ~ K C  

studicd within the framework of the CVDV modelR which 
allows to consider the major relationship bctween thc 
molcciilar vibrations and dissociation. In thc above 
mentioned cases the structures of TVSI., heat transfcr 
coefficicnts at catalytic siirfaccs of vchiclc and lcsting 
models are significantly diffcrent. 

In the prcsent study the different methods of heat flux 
simuIating techniques are exanlined for modelling the frec 
flight conditions in a hypersonic wind tiinnel. 

In the following sectious we first prcscut the method, 
physical and chemical concepts. Thcii we demonstrate the 
main fcaturcs of the ~ t ~ i i c t i i ~ ~  of thc TVSL for two casu  
and ohtairi the system of rhc similarity critcria for the 
hypcrsonic flight and wind-tmincl conditions. 

l'hc TVSI,-Ar)Droximatioii 

The flow of a vibrational-nonequilibrimn dissociated 
gas in the vicinity of the dccclcration liiic near thc blunt 
body was described in terms of a model of a thin viscous 
shock layer.' An analysis of the equations and the 
boundary couditious was done, for example, by Chcng,' 
Gusev et 4.: Tirsk? and others. Thc TVSL equations 
WCTC written in general orthogonal curvilinear 
coordinates. The main variables are dcfined by ratios of 
gas-dynamic functions to thc density p- and velocity V, 
of the upsireani flow, the stagnation tcmpcratnre Tor, the 
now radiiis of a blunt body I. (or a modcl I), and thc 
viscosity coefficiciit }(To,). We siiggestcd that the total 
enthalpy can be approximated as 11, = V,'/2. M e r  this 
pKOcedurc, the cquations contain two major hypersonic 
paramcters: the Rcyuolds i i~ imbcr '~  Rc,, = p.V,I./p(T,J 
and the pertwhation paramctcr' f = pJpl = 
RgTJ(M,,3Vm2). In a perfect gas at T, = To,, parameter F 

is cqllal lo (y - l )12y ,  where y is a specific heat ratio. 
These parameters can be considcrcd together as the 
hypersonic siniilarity criterioii first introduced by Cheng' 
&S 

The generalized Rankine-Hugoniot equations4~" arc u' 
considcrcd as the cxtcriial boundary conditions for the thin 
viscous shock laycr. At thc surface of thc body, thc sct of 
boundary conditions was applicd such as the "no-slip" 
condition for thc velocity, the condition of cquilihriiim- 
radiation heat cxchangc, the equilibrium nf thc vibrational 
energy, and mass component balancc at the catalytic wall. 

Thc iindistirrbcd condilioiis are assiinicd for a frcc 
flight: < E u > *  = <EV>.(T,), c ,,,, jp = 1, T = 'I-, 
whcrc < Ev > is thc average vibrational energy of a unit 
volrinie of gas, c,,,, is the mass concentration of thc 
molccules in the upstream flow. 

The conditions in the hypersonic wind tiiuiicl cau hc 
simulated by the values of <E,> LLl, c,,,,, and T,, which 
arc significaatly different from the eqiiilihrium 
magiiitudcs.6 Thcsc valucs arc correspondcIlt to thc 
conditions of the "fro7cn" expandcd flow of dissociatcd 
gas from a nozzlc into a vacuum. The physical flow 
modcl was developed by Apolonskii et al." in the 
franlcwork of the CVDV modcl.8 

Niinierical Method 

The flow in a noncqailibrium thin viscous shock layer 
ncar the stagnation sircam-line was analized by the 
numerical method of the solution of the one-dimensiotial 
boundary-value problem. A universal tliinicrical 
procedure'0 for the solution of thc systems of iioliliiicar 
ordinary algehraic-differential cquations with a midl 
parameter for ihc highher derivatives was used. Thc 
approximation of the differential equations with respcct to 

the two-point second-order Keller scheme was realizcd. 
The algorithm of an adaptive computaiion grid was based 
on the procedurc" of minimizing the intcgral 
approximation crror nom. Thc linmerical method was 
originally developcd by Babikov,'2 aud Apolonskii ct a1 . I "  

Simulation Paranieters for Wind-Tunnel Conditions 

Agafonov et al.2, and Gusev et al." have shown, that 
W 
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nonequilihriom chemical processes arc binary in the 
inviscid and viscons shock layers ncar the blunt body, and 
the reactions ol rccolnhination can be ncglcctcd. It is only 
in thc ininiediate viciility of tbc catalytic surface of thc 
body, there is necessary to take into consideration the 
triple character of the collisions between the gas 
components. lisingbinary approximation, Cihson' studied 
a ~ ~ o i ~ c q ~ ~ i l i b r i n ~ ~ ~  inviscid flow on the stagnation 
streamline ncar a hliiiit body. He considered this flow as 

thc correspondent flow behind the noniial shock wave at 
the same magnitudes of the stagnation enthalpy. The 
linear character of a function of thc enthalpy from atomic 
conccntration c ' ~ , ~  was awimed. This assumption made 
it  possiblc to find the simple rule of calculation of the 
upstream vclocity V', at experimental conditions, when 
the dissociation exists, and the upstream vclocity V, at 
frcc flight conditions: 

v 

'The index (") rcfcrs to the parameters at the wind- 

1x1 11s assiimc additionally that the values of dynamic 
pressure arc the same in the cxpcrimcnt and in the free 
flight. As a result, wc find thc relation betwecn the 
densities at thesc conditions: 

tunnel conditions. 

- 

Gibson' found, that the striictnres of thesc flows ( i s . ,  
the valiics of density, temperatore, atomic conccntration, 
ctc.) arc very siniilar even at short distances after the 
shock, and at the condition cSA,- 5 0.3.  

In simulating the viscons flow parainctcrs in a 
noneqiiilibriiini thin shock laycr, additionally to the 
conditions (2)-(3) i t  is necessary to satisfy the Chcng' 
critcrion5.7 (see also Eq.(l)): 

Wc choosc thc stagnation temperature of a "frozen" 
tlow (without dissociation) as a characteristic gas 
temperature T,.: 

If the condition (5) is correct, than from Eqs. (3)-(4) 
we can find a relation between the linear scale of the 
model I and of the vehicle L: 

Thus, under the certain conditioin, which are 
described by Eqs. (2), (3), (9, and (6), the 
noncquilibrium flow of a viscous gas near the model in a 
wind-timncl is similar to the flow aroiind the vchicle. The 
detailed analysis of these flows was done by Apolonskii et 

al." 

Heat Flux Calculations 

The study of heat flux on the surface of a model in an 
aerodynamic experiment or of a vehicle under the flight 
conditions is the niost important task of the hypersonic 
aircraft design. 

In present study, the computational values for thc heat- 
transfer coefficient C, = 2qlp,V,'at flight conditions arc 
compared with the values G* = 2q'/p',V'.' under the 
wind-tunnel conditions. {Jsing recommendations of 
Agafonov et al.', and Gnsev et al.,j4 Reynolds number 
Re, (or Re',[) is chosen lo  correlate the computation data. 

Fig. 1. The Heat-Transfer Coefficient C, vs Reynolds 
Number Re, for Nitrogen (+ - c',,,=O, A - 
C",r =0.2). 

Figire 1 shows the corre1a:ions &(Re,) and C,,'(Rc',) 
for nitrogen. The choice of nitrogen as the working gas in 
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the wind tunnel was done because of its molecular 
properties (i.e., Riahov"): nitrogen is the major 
component of air, and according to Mitra et a1.,6 this gas 
has a low level of dissociated molecules (or atomic 
concentration cIN,-) in the high-temperature jet, where the 
model is placed. In the calctilations we nsed c * ~ , ~  = 0.2, 
6400 5 V, C 7900 km/s, I, = 0.1 m, 2.4 5 Re,, 5 

64.2. 
Figure 1 shows that the values of q' (triangles) are 

significantly more than the valnes of C, (plus, cN,- = 0) 
under the free flight conditions. Nso we havc the 
relationship: Re', c Re,. This analysis indicates that the 
Reynolds number Re,, (or Re',) couldn't be considered as 
the correlatiori parameter at the discussed conditions. 

Fig. 2. The Heat-Transfer Coefficient C, vs Reynolds 
Number Re,, for Oxygen (0 - c' , ,=0,  - c',,,=0.2, . - c',,,=O.95). 

The same conclusion could be done from the 
comparison of heat-transfer coefficients C, and < for the 
case, at which the working gas is oxygen. Figure 2 
compares the correlation curve G(Re,) at c0,- = 0 
(empty squares) and q'(Re',,) for two different 
magnitudes of oxygen-atom concentrations in upstream 
jet-flow: c ' ~ , ~  = 0.2 (squares with x) and 0.95 (filled 
squares). The case of the large value of the oxygen-atom 
concentration = 0.95) is the most typical one under 
the wind-tunnel experimental conditions. In the 
calctilations we used 7.08 5 Re, 5 575, V, = 7900 
kmis, L = 0.06 m. 

Using the recommendations of Cheng,' Artamonov et 
and Apolonskii et al.," let us try lo find the 

correlation of the heat fluxes in terns of the Stanton 
number St = q/@,V,(H, - H,)) and the Cheng' 

Figure 3 shows the correlations St(K) for nitrogen 
(triangles) and for oxygen (squares). It was found that the 
values of the Stanton number St (or St') are independent 
in fact from the upstream concentrations of the atomic 
component ce4,-, if the conditions (2)-(6) are realized. The 
small difference between the values of the Stanton number 
for various gases can be explained by the difference in the 
transfer properties of nitrogen and oxygen, which were 
analyzed by Riabov.l' 

parameter K. W 

1 

0 

W 

Fig. 3. The Stanton Number S ,  vs the Cheng' 
Parameter K (A ~ Nitrogen, ~ Oxygen). 

The discovered correlation, that is St = St' at K = 

K', indicates the useful correlation between the heat- 
transfer coefficients: 

c,' = C p J V ' - ) ( l  - t',)/(l - 1,) (7) 

Here parameter 1, = TWIT, is the temperature factor 

In the case that 1, 4 1 or I*, sz t,, from Eq. (7) it is 
possible to find the simple relationship between the value 
of heat flux q under the free-flight conditions and the 
value of q' in aerodynamic wind-tunnel experiment: 

The obtained correlations for the Stanton numbers, 
heat-transfer coefficients, and for heat fluxes could be 

L, 



helpful in the simulating of the nonequilibrium viscous 
!lowfield parameters near the hypersonic vehicles. 

v 

Concluding Remarks 

The present study indicates thc principle possibility to 
use simple rules for simulation of heat-flux values under 
natural flight conditions in the wind tunncl. The morc 
complex analysis of the dissociation processes in air and 
the Martian atmospherc could be considered in the futurc. 
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